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Baseball Season Opens May6•IFF.Ilre117:rtil°I.r.ri:
Club Seeks "Balanced Budget
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In case you
have had
any
doubts about it, there will be a
Kitty Baseball league this year
.. . . and Fulton will be right in
there hustling as always. K. P.
Dalton, local club president, advised the News this week.
t
Paducah, a
newcomer to the
league this year, will
replace
Cairo, which has fallen by the
wayside. In .addition to Paducah
and Fultdri, the rest of the clubs
are last year's regulars:. Mayfield, Union City, Jackson, Hopkinsville, Madisonville
a n d
OWensboro.

a

There still remains a small pei
centage of Fulton County fain,irs who have not made their 193(1
Performance report and filed apiP
plieation for a conservation payment, states W. H. Harrison,
Chairman, Fulton County PMA
Committee. The
deadline for
making this report is February 15,
1951. Mr. Harrison
stated that
the County Committee would like
to see every farm in the County
receive its fair
share of
the
County Allocation. He insisted
that farmers, who have carried
out one or mote
practices and
who signed a 1950 Farm Plan,
come to the County Office and
make their claim for payment to
avoid the last minute rush.
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*
* * men under contract, and Dalton
. '' 4
received a call from Winter GarCAN SAVE $4000 HERE
den, Fla., earlier this week to the
If K. P. Dalton, Club presieffect that
Chattanooga
had
dent here, has his way about it,
"plenty of men" for the
local
the Fulton Railroaders will be
able to save a healthy $4000 in club if they needed more. The
present roster
includes seven
1951. Here is K. P.'s plan (to
bought from Rome, Ga., last year
be submitted to the Board at
collapse of that
forthcoming meeting): following the
league, and
another, a "bonus
Ask- each of seven directors to
boy" bought from Selmer, Ala. _
"take over"_jhe operation of
Ivan Kuester, last year's mansconcessions' ticket sales, etc at
ger, has signed to manage
the
the local park for each series
Class B team at Selmer, Alabama
that a designated club plays
this year, and the following forhere. The local club will save
mer-Railroaders have gone with
the sataries involved and keep
him: Grossman, Tate, Brazil,
for themselves the profiti from
Mrs. Cultra to Present
Beckering and Brown.
•
-.
concession operations. This, plus
Recital
in Union City
Headlining
the
returning
ad
club
will
the $1200 that the
manager-less
R3i1- Union City—Mrs. Robert Cultra,
automatically save through sal- thus-far
Waldrtips one of Union City's leading musiary limit cuts, is calculated to roaders will be Ned
be a mighty help in keeping league slugging star, and Braw- cians will present an organ recithings solvent . . . provided nor, li'eterson, McEneny, Addison tal Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock
enough public-spirited fans will and a former pitcher, Andy Col- at the First Methodist
church.
The public is invited to attend.
each help run things a few lins.
during
the
season.
- -nights
0
00
5
If you don't have the money, $
honey, how about the time??

00 Payroll
Lost; Plant Needed
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Heart Attack Fatal to Roy_ Latta;
Was Prominent. Stock Dealer

• Roy D. Latta, 59,
prominent
In addition to stock yards inI farmer banker stock man and terests here, Mr. Latta has been
citizen'
of Water
'Valley and Ful- associated with the Citizens Bank
ton, died
suddenly
Thursday of Water Valley for a number of
morning, following a heart attack years, and has been serving as
a
suffered in his automobile at the vice-president; he was also
Jeff D. Huffstutter, 90. was stock yards here around 10:30 a- stockholder in the Fulton Bank,
killed Wednesday morning in a to
engaged in farming
and
tragic accident in South Fulton,
He was rushed to the Fulton interests.
that resulted in his being drag- Hospital, unconscious, and lived
He made his borne with Mrs.
ged approxitrfately 100 feet un- only ten minutes after arrival.
Latta in Water Valley.
derneath a car.
Born in Fulton in 1891,
Mr. He leaves his wife, the former
Huffstutter, who lived at - 107 Latta has been associated with Myrtle Armstrong of the Pilot.
Church Street, had evidently sat the stock business and farming Oak commimity; one brother, Gil
Gildown on the
bumper of a car interests all his life. About
15 son, of Water Valley; four sisters,
owned by William Brann of near years ago Roy and his brother Mrs. Frank Butterfield of
OrWater Valley, parked in front of Gilson moved their stock yards lando, Fla., Mrs. Kmily Hardin.
The playing season opens May
the Stallins Grocery in
South
Valley; of Fulton, Mrs. IL W. Williams ot
to Fulton from Water
6th and closes
September 3rd,
Fulton. When Brann started the their success here has been main- Paducah and Mrs.'Herman Stokes
stated Mr. Dalton, with • Fulton's
car, he noticed nothing in front of ly responsible for making Fultott of Vinita, Oklahoma, and numerfirst game ssheduled to be playlirn and started away before the the largest stock shipping point ous neices and nephews.
ed with Mayfield here on Suntragic accident was
discovered, on the I. C. railroad.
He and Mrs. Latta celebrated
day-afternoon May 6th.
Death was determined to be accitheir silver wedding anniversary
To bolster sagging finances in
dential, and no charges have been
last Thanksgiving day.
the league this year, the player
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield,
- —
fflH
ectffstutter a retired farmer of
has charge of funeral arrangethe Obion community, lived at the
incomplete
ments, which were
Church Street address with Mrs.
last night as the paper went to
II( etha Wood, and besides several
County students, press.
Two Fulton
nieces and nephews, left no imMiss Mildred Murphy of Fulton
Burial will be in the family plot
limit has* bee*n cuSt fr*
o_ni I*7 to 1;
/
mediate survivors. Burial will be
Hickman at Mt. Zion cemetery.
and David Roper of
and the salary limit horn $2600
conducted at Obion.
have been selected to serve on
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westplieling to $2300.
University of Kentucky's
the
left Thursday noon for Louisville
The Railroaders now have "1
Committee of 240 for 1950-51, the
where they will attend a threerKentucky
1U. K. Public Relations'Departday
meeting of the
For want of a building nearly starting in the spring while the
ment announces.
Press Ass'n. Mr. Westpheling
than a half million dollars firm is installing a natural gas
is
Miss Murphy, daughter of Mr.
one of the convention speakers.
in payrolls was lost to the City pipe line from a
point
at
the
Gov. Laxerence W. Wetherby
In court session here this week, , and Mrs. H. H. Murphy, 103
, of Fulton. An announcement was , Loosaliatchie
Regulations outlining condirive
near
Eads,
the
will entertain members of
I made in Union City last Thursday Tenn,, to the Ohio river at Joppa, the Grand Jury returned 20 in- ond Street, Fulton, is a freshman tions under which veterans, dis14
Kentucky press and their famthat the R. H. Fulton Construe- ,1 Ill., near Metropolis, it was an- dictments, sending four to the in the College of Education. She abled after fighting started
in
High
dies at an informal affair at the
February 14, is the date set for tion Company of Lubbock, Texas
penitentary and one boy to the is a graduate of Fulton
Korea, may be entitled to Pub' nounced
by
W.
P.
Gray,
ofSchool.
Executive Mansion, Frankfort, 'he appreciation dinner honoring had located its plant there and
lic Law 16 rehabilitation training,
fice manager of the
company, House of reform: 18 divorce cases
Mrs. have been announced by the VetRoper; son of Mr. and
from 4 p. m., to 6 p. m., Saturday, Ed Thompson, who has been de- would operate there for Thur or
who will live in Union City dur- are being handled here this week.
305
River
View,
Luby
Roper,
January 27, immediately follow- dared one of the ten master far-- five months with a weekly payPenitentary sentences were
erans Administration.
ing the neriod of operation.
ing closing of the 22nd session of mers in the State of Kentucky for roll of about $40,000 a week.
meted out to Lewis Hunter, Re_ Hickan, is a freshman in the ColThis training, previously limi"Mr.
Gray
today
closed
negotiArts
and
Sciences.
He
is
a
lege
of
the Kentucky Press Association 1950. The dinner was previously A representative of the company
gro, 1 year for stealing chickens;
veterans,
ted to World War II
ation
through
which
he
rented
Hickman
High
five
graduate
of
scheduled
in
December,
but
be
• gathering.in Louisville.
W. C. Nicholson, Negro,
made a concerted effort to locate
was extended to many veterans
the
old
county
fair
barn
on
School.
weather
and
of
inclement
cause
years (probated) for child deserdisabled on or after Jan. 27. 1950,
a Grove street from the
The Governor will appear on the failure of State leaders to at- here, but was unable to find
Warterfield tion; Cornelius Horton and John
Members of the Committee of by Public Law 894, signed by the
suitable building for its operathe Press Association's 'banquet tend, was postponed.
Grain Co., for use as a warehouse Henry Martin, 3 years each for 240 serve as student representaPresident in December.
tions.
program Friday night, January
and also leased from the
city grand larceny; Charles Gilliland, tives of the University in their
will
Newly eligible veterans
Mr. Thompson has been farm26, and present the KPA's third
The story in part, appearing in for storage spare land north of 15, 6 years in the house of re- home
communities, supplying follow procedure similar to those
outstanding
citizens' ing profitably in the county for the Union City Daily
annual
Memorial
Field.
,
Messenger Turner
seniors,
U.
K.
alumni,
begin amp. form for theft of. RCA-owned high school
The company is
in effect for World War 11 vetaward to Paul Bryant, University more than a half century and is
te
is as follows:
and others with information re- erans. The same application forms
in_ copper wire.
of Kantacky football coach. The pointed to as one of the most outping materials
The 4 days that the grand jury garding the University of Ken"The R. H. Fulton construction
be used.
roil:davit of the award is chosen standing farmers in, the State.
Union City irr
-next weak was in session ran up -a bill of tucky. The organizatilin is corn- will
company of Lubbock, Texas, is to to
Under the new la*, a veteran
by members of the Press Associor
two.
$280;
the
petit
jury
tab
ran
to
posed
of
two
students
from
each
A banquet will be held at the make its headquarters in Union
must have been disabled after the
ation. Other
winners of the
of Kentucky's 120 counties.
Cumberland Presbyterian church. City for from four to five months
Korean eonniet began and prior
"While the gas line is teilig in- $765 for five days.
award have- been Vice President C
to a date yet to be fixed. It is re,7
stalled," Mr. Gray said, "the comAlben W. Barkley and
United
quired that the disability be suck
pany will employ some 300 men
Nations
Representative
John
that VA may pay compensations
and will have a payroll totaling
Sherman Cooper.
at full wartime rates. Such rates
about $40,000 a week."
are paid for
disabilities or in"He said that about half of the
juries resulting from armed conmen
will be
members of the
flict,
or
during extra-hazardous
firm's regular crew and they will
Roy Bard, one of Fulton Coun- Hickman, Ples Fields; Cayce,
while the
United
probably live in Union
City ty's most prominent and progres- Clint Workman; Sylvan Shade, service, or
States
is
engaged in war.
during this period. He said the sive farmers was re-elected presi- Lucian Isbell; Cretehrield O. G.
The News prints herewith an still remaining out ofi an original remaining enspkee
iy.
will be ern- dent of the organization for the Howell; Western, George Helm
Non-veteran college
students article appearing in the Union 544 under consideration as beat- ployed by the company
from the third consecutive year at
the and Brownsville, Guy Barnett.
whose classwork is satisfactory City Messenger, which may ex- ions for the depot, this area still Union City vicinity."
annual meeting of the group held
will' not be drafted. before June plain in some measure the sur- ranks high, they have been inOther important figures in the
at Western last week. Mr. Bard farming organization of the
unless they wish to be, Univer- veying activity in this area ... formed.
an
organization
in
the
has
served
Sgt.
McClain
Gets
sity of Kentucky President H. L. Ed.
county are as follows:
for
Revelation of the hopes
enviable manner and the appreDonovan declared this week in a
John Watts, county agent; Mrs.
establishments of the Army plant Injured In Korea
by
efforts
is
shown
his
ciation
of
At a meeting of more than 150
statement issued to U. K. studBertha McLeod, home demonstraUnion City — Indications are here vies made by Mr. Murphy
horse show exhibitors held
him
at
re-electing
members
in
the
Mrs. Sue McClain of Pryorsents, their parents and teachers. trong that an Army testing de- in the course of his remarks on
tion agent; Chairman of Associat- Jackson, Tenn., on Tuesday, the
burg, Ky., Route 1, received word for the third time.
ed
Women,
Mrs.
Robert
and
comutual
understanding
111°InP" Mid-South Horse Show AssociaJust returned from Washington pot to cost in the neighborhood
The new president devotes his son; Directors at large, E.
w.
vra
,flamed
.
neighboring Tuesday that her husband was
where he conferred with Defense of 611,500,000 will be established operation between
accidentally shot through his foot tireless efforts to the organiza- Yates, A. L Hancock, and Johnny
burden
which
formed
the
this Northwest cities,
Departent officials, Dr. Donovan somewhere in
while cleaning his rifle in
a tion with a firm purpose to imThe new organization will set
said he was assured that those Tennessee area in the near fu- of his talk.
prove the standards of living and
show dates, suggest judges, eninstallation of this kind, Korean Army camp.
continued
its
high
The
group
students, even though called for ture. Doug Murphy, prominent ' "An
farmer
not
onproduction of the
Sgt. First Class Estes McClain ly in this county but in the rest ratio of bureau members to farms tertuni suggestions for improvephysical examination, will not be Martin businessman, told mem- which would not be necessarily a
for
listed. The group had 754 mem- Mg shows and in general work
ordered to active duty before the bers of the Kiwanis _club in an wartime project, would benefit left Ft. Lewis, Washington
bers to 750 farms. In the past the for the best interests of exhibiclose of the current school year. appearance. before their regular this entiire area, no matter where Korea on August 4, 1950. In NovAt the meeting Lucian Isbell organization's ratio has rated tors in the Tennessee, Mississippi,
weekly luncheon meeting at The it should be located," he declared. ember 1950., he
had a
slight
induction Grill Thursday.
Students receiving
I"It is on projects of this kind, as wound. McClain is with the 2nd was re-elected vice-president and among the highest in the Nation. Arkansas, Kentucky area.
reMiss Kathryn Adams was
Officers elected
were as rotMr. Murphy declared that pro- well as in the ordinary social Division.
orders to duty before June may
J. K Sanford, secretary of the lows R_ H. White, Milton, presielected secretary and treasurer.
orders
contacts of daily
postponed ponents of the plant, who have and business
have these
second
Tenn.;
Ripley.
Harlan,
principal
to
Directors confirmed for the State organization was
He writes his wife "not
dent; First vice president, W. E.
through requests from their local been working on the deal for se- living, that we should join toSelective veral months, are very hopeful gether, shoulder to shoulder, in a worry it isn't very bad. It didn't fourth consecutive year are as speaker and performed in his usdraft boards to state
ual witty and delightful manner vice
president, H. IL
Bellew,,
Service headquarters, Dr. Dono- that the establishment will come common efforts with out neigh- break a bone so it will be alright follows:
Robert Thompson; as an after dinner speaker.
Palestine,
Jackson, Tenn.; secretary-treasin a few days.
van emphasized. He added that to this area. In 18 applications bors."
urer, Emmet Guy, Jackson,
‘ 'the call to a physical examination
Tenn.
construed by
is being wrongly
Twelve men were elected
to
some students as an induction orthe Board of Directors; they are:
der.
R. C. Waddell, Brownsville,
some - . other must belong to the "union"—the courts, the only place they can Tenn.. N. B. Hardeman, RenderHundreds of the local subscrib- "Lawyers' Union" and the "Ac- ants, doctors and
Gov. Wetherby Bids
son, Tenn.; Hugh Dickson, Erin,
"professional men" enforce their Bar Association—and must keep work at their trade.
of "Labor" a weekly news- countants' Union."
Paducah,
Farewell To Platoon
No, Sir! Don't ask a friend to local, state and national "closed his dues paid up, or he can't prac- "No labor "closed shop" or Tenn.; J. C. Dudley,
paper published in Washington,
"union shop" ever told anyone he Ky.; Claude McCormick, GermanYet these same gentle- tice his profession.
Gov. Lawrence Wetherby gave D. C., were greeted this week by help you figure out your income shops."
He is town, Tenn.; Joe Bobb!tt, Jack"Perhaps he's the best lawyer can't work at his trade.
men are among the loudest shoata farewell' address to the mem- a biting editorial denouncing the tax, or to draw up a simple "will"
union men son, Tenn.; Henry Alexander,
either the "closed in the state, and doesn't want to simply told: "We
to ers against
bars of the 75-man Marine "Ken- action of the Fulton County Bar for you. Maybe he happens
such things shop" for ordinary, run-of-mine belong to the "Lawyers' Union" won't work with you. Go and Clinton, Ky.; L. V. Slayden, Holtucky Platoon" at the American Ass'n. which recently called at- know more about
because he thinks it is being run work with other non-union men." ly Springs, Miss.; Dr. E. C. WalLegion's Shawnee Post Home tention to Kentucky Law regard- * • • * * • * * * workers,
• • •
Ky.; and E. L.
by reactionary and corrupt- boss- As proof of this, literally thous- ters, Mayfield,
NOTICE
Jan. 25 during formal swearing- ing the making of deeds, income
women are Burgess of Sherrill, Ark.
and
ands
of
men
practice
law
to
es.
But,
if
he
tries
of
no
labor
matter
fact,
"As
a
etc.
returns,.
tax
Kentucky laws prohibit the
in ceremonies held here,
member, vorking at their "trades," right
The editorial follows:
writing or drawings of deeds, union ever even dreamed of ask- without being a paid-up
at his door here in Washington, and no trade YOUrig Democrats To
Platoon" is
The "Kentucky
mortgages, wills or legal in- ing for the kind of "closed shop" the sheriff will call
of
unionist has ever thought
else!"
made up of volunteers from the „
struments for another person enjoyed by the "Lawyers' Union," and say "pay up—or
policeman to drag one SPonsor Play Party
The Lawyers Should Be Last for a fee, except by a licensed which paid for the Fulton Counentire state of Kentucky.
"If this lawyer stays stubborn, Galling a
will
ty "ad." That may seem like a the courts will
The Young Democrats
platoon will remain together dur- To Criticize'Closed Shop' lawyer.
crack down on of them off to jail.
statement, but let's him. Judges clad in solemn robes "No labor union ever put
a sponsor a play party at the Hick•-ing the entire period of recruit
Kentucky law prohibits the surprising
training, and will be trained by ,,
preparation or filling out of in- make a "cold turkey" comparison. of justice will jail him for de- "notice" in the papers, threaten- man High School at the little gyrn
a native Kentuckian, Marine Sgt. No Labor Union Ever come tax reports for another
"The lawyers—and the account- tying the "closed shop" Of the ing with the majesty of the law Monday night, January 29.
The public is invited to attend.
Charles R. Berry of Fulton, Ky.,
person for a fee except by a ants when they have., been able "Lawyers' Union," of which the anyone who dares to take a dime
Anything
Published
Like
admission
as
will be no
who was especially selected
licensed lawyer or a licensed to do ithave erected a Chinese judges themselves are members. as a fee," unless the union ap- There
• • •
their drill instructor.
'Notice' AliPearing in Certified Public Accountant.
' proves him for a public "license." charge and everyone who will is
Wall around their profession, and
•
•
•
or
asked to bring a cake, pie
ever
union
Fulton County Bar Association are constantly building that wall "Did any labor
The program, started at 8 p. in., Kentucky Papers
Yet, when organized labor gets candy to be auctioned off at a
• • • • • • • "' • higher and higher. They don't do dream of asking for anything like
included Jacob H. Swope, dea "union shop" by the democratic cake walk.
course not.
"Take a good look at the "No- than most lawyers or accountants, ti by collective bargaining, but by that? Of
of the
partment commander
All proceeds will go to the
DON'T PAY HIM A their control of courts and legis- "No labor union ever asked for process of collective bargaining
Legion of Kentucky, tice" shown below. It was pub- BUT
American
mostly cam- "closed shops" enforced by law, —not by force of law and control March of Dimes.
and Col. Frank M. Reinecke, if- lished in Fulton County, Ken- DIME! If you do he will be fined latures, which are
the courts, fines, and even jail. of legislatures and courts—most
sent to jail,
posed of lawyers.
Marine tucky, newspapers by the local and may be •
ficer in charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Khourie and
• •
"The legislatures of many states "No labor union ever asked for lawyers, accountants, doctors and
Di- tar Association. It warns all citiCorps' Central Recruiting
unionists" son of Cairo spent last Sunday
collar
other
"white
lawas
bar
shops"
"closed
Bar"
such
"Integrated
unusual
about
Fulhave
passed
"Anything
vision. The Rev. John N. McCor- zens of the county that they had
only scream that American freedom,is with her mother, Mrs. Alex
law, the
yers from the
Kentucky? No. All laws. What does that mean?
mick of Louisville gave the invo- better not try to horn into the ton County,
Khourie..
the going down the drain.
from
and
every
lawyer
"trade"
they
know,
means
that
lawyers,
account"It
America,
over
"closed shops" enforced by the
cation and benediction.
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"SAFE TIL JUNE"-COLLEGIANS HEAR

Testing Station May Come
To Area, U. C.Paper Says

90- YEAR OLD MAN
KILLED BY AUTO

COUNTY STUDENTS
NAMED TO "240.,

JURY SENDS FOUR
TO PENITENTARY

KOREAN VETERANS
TO GET SCHOOLING

FARM BUREAU HONORS ROY BARD FOR
THIRD TIME IN NAMING HIM PRESIDENT

HORSE EXHIBITORS
FORM ASSOCIATION

Labor Paper Raps Action of Fulton County Lawyers

THE FULTON COUNTY

did this after Pearl Harbor and we can do it

luitem.

again...
"Mr. President, we do not mind defending our country, but we want leadership that
shows that they have some faint idea as to
where and how we are to face this gigantic
thing that is threatening the free world of today. You can give back this leadership to the
people of this great country by making up
your minds as the leaders of this nation to a
definite policy of action, and by sticking to it
in every feasible way possible . . . We want
to keep as many democracies free as possible
but not at the price of chains and slavery for
the American people."
• •

Post (Mille Box 4Ita

PAUL and JORANNA U. WRSTPHELING.
iJckYR.
Editors and Publishers.
A member of the Kentucky Poem Asessiation.
A member of the Fulton Coindar Farm fliatess.
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky.„ and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $7..50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1951
•

A Father Asks-And So Do We
There's many a another and dad in Fulton
County doing an extra lot of praying that a
Divine Hand will stop this already started
Third World War and prevent I8-year-old lads
from being drafted. They seem so young, so
immature, so unqualfied to endure the hazards of a long and killing war. What kind of
men will they be, if they ever return, having
spent their most impressionable years learning to kill, and to kill!
Sometimes a mother's prayer could end
with a note of hope if she could say, "Dear
God, if it is Thy Will that he fight to' preserve our way of life, then he is yours."
But most mothers and dads, sweethearts
and friends can hardly find that answer in
this Korean war. Lots of times an editor would
like to sit down and pour out his feelings about this war of ours, but then he comes
across an editorial written by more erudite
minds and says, that's exactly the way we
feel.
Such happened with an editorial in the
incomparable Commercial Appeal on Sunday_
We hope that Editor Alghren will not mind
our reprinting it. It says so much and means
so much to all of us.
It follows:
A FATHER ASKS
"Would be it rude or boorish for the father
of one of the boys fighting in Korea to ask a
few questions in regard to the policies of this
United States of ours, and to expect the leader
of that government to give him and many
more anxious-parents, a few simple straight
answers? If it is, we are still asking them anyhow."
Thus Writes H. H. Williams of Adamsvile, Tenn., to the President of the United
States.
"Why should our boys have to die in that
far off country, when they cannot cross the
Manchurian border to attack and fight the
people that come from across that border to
fight our boys? Does it make common sense
to you that the communists can come from
Manchuria to Korea to fight dur boys, and
these very same boys cannot go to their country to fight and bomb them, because you are
afraid it would get us into war? We know that
we already are at war. Anytime the United
States can have 50,000 casualties in lens than
six monthi with only 200,000 men in the field;
that surely is war.
It is reported," Mr. Wi:liams goes tin in
his letter to President Truman, "that you will
not send any more
reinforcements to help
those few American boys fight off an estimated 1,3,000 communist troops; and yet it is
admitted by you that these boys are not going
to be reinforced until they are driven into the
sea or they are evacuated at the last possible
moment. Does such a policy make sense to
you? It does not to me or any other of the
parents and friends of these boys.
"The people of the United States (this
still is Mr. Williams of AdarnsvWe demanding
an answer from the President) are able and
willing to meet any and all kinds of odds and
hardships if they know what they are to face
and who to fight, but they are not sure what
we are up against at this time. They are not
afraid to fight for the American way of life,
but they want to be able to fight back at the
ones who are taking the lives of their own
boys and not be told by the President that we
are afraid to fight the communists of China,
because it m'ght get us into the war that we
are already fighting. "
Mr. Williams also is indignant, and pas.se-;
that indignation on to the President, concerning those other nations which want help from
the United States to combat communism, but
are not willing to do the r own part for their
on protection.
"If we are going to have to give up and
take our boys out of Korea, then let us take
them out at once with the promise that we
will come back with more power, men and
eq:.:lpment when we are better prepared.. We

No indeed, Mr. Williams, it is neither rude
nor boorish for you to ask the President about
our policy. It does not make sense that our
boys are left there to die, without reinforcements. It is criminal for our leaders to shillyshally back and forth, with no firm policy to
guide us.
Yes, we can face blood and sweat and
tears, but we want to know:that our leaders
have firm purpose. That we do not know now,
As you say, Mr. Williams, the American
people will continue always to be led by Judas
The Commercial Appeal commends
goats.
your letter to President Truman; we trope that
God Almighty will give him the vision to see
these things as they are, and act accordingly
and promptly.

wait Ti! Bombs
Fall.... Fulton
General Omar Bradley, Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff told the world on Tuesday that although he saw "little real danger
now of the continental United States being invaded and overrun': he warned that the country always will be open to air attack if a "determined" enemy is
Willing to send over
enough planes.
The five-star general said that in the
event of war, some enemy bombers might get
through to attack American cities, but he declared:
"Our own program of defense against air
attack, combined with the effirts of the Canaians, will provide such air defense for this
country that complete disaster will not overtake us."
Bradley told the senators what is needed
to strike back by air if attack comes. He explained:
"The initial retaliation against an enemy
by strategic bombing will be provided if the
air power and the necessary Army and Navy
support to seize and hold -the bases from
which to operate are in our hands the moment an emergency arises.
• "The closer the bases are to the enemy
the easier it will be, and the less costly it will
be, to provide a sustained retaliation air attack. ,
"Our strategy does not include a retraction of all our military power to the continental limits of the North American continent
when we are attacked."
furnish detail on this
Bradley' did not
broad outline of counter-attack strategy.
Nor did he say what in Heaven's name a
city like Fulton, Ky., would do in case of attal,aimed at strategic installations in such
ciLes as Memphis, St. Louis, Paducah, etc.
A "determined" enemy isn't going to nountil the
attack nor wait
tify us of the
millennium, when perhaps we'll get around
to organizing a Civil Defense unit.
Other cities are doing it. Why not us? We
know how it is. During the last war we went
through all sorts of gyrations with Civilian
Defense and nothing happened.
Would that we could be so sure this time.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

siu3s, I'm afraid I was a little late in getting his signature
on the contract!",

Front The Files:

isustot9. Bach llse Clock
January 29, 1926:
T. J. Kramer and B. D. Maupin,
two of Fulton's prominent business men, have joined hands as
the Kramer-Maupin.Motor Company selling the Hudson-Essex,
largest-selling 6
wonld's
the
cylinder cars. Kramer came to
Fulton two years ago from Fairfield. Ill., to purchase the lumbusiness of W. K. Hall;
ber
Maupin came three years ago to
purchase the machine business of
/Read & Little. Headquarters for
the new business will he the Maupin Machine shop in the rear of
Lake Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee B. Rucker
have moved their music and gift
shop from 452 Lake Street
to
quarters in Pat Smith's furniture
store on Walnut Street.
;ones & Campbell will be here
Saturday to buy good fat miles
at B. J. Williams' transfer barn
on Fourth Street.
Eli Jackson, Fulton Negro, has
been
sentenced to the Electric
Chair at Eddyvilte for die killing
Eli
of
Flowers, his third.
Twenty-Aree cases of influenza
were reported in Fulton in one
single day last week, almost
amounting to an epidemic.

All county school systems in Kentucky
and Southern Indiana may enter. Many of the
larer cities and towns in the Kentuckiana
area also may participate.
Each school system is responsible for conductiw; its own Spelling Bee. School superintendents must certify to The Courier-Journal and Times and WHAS the champion speller of their school systems before the contest
closes May I.
Entry blanks and suggested contest rules
have been mailed to c:ty and county 'superintendents.
We've dished out an awful lot of words
tell ng the rest of Kentucky what exceptionally bright students we have in our schools.
Here's an opportunity to prove it.

Cecil Hall of Chestnut Glade,
who has been hauling tobacco
to Hopkinsville, found himself
marooned between the Tennessee
and Cumberland rivers last week
by the big rain; he left his truck,
flagged a train and came home
until the water subsided.
January 23, 1931:
Charles W. Binford, President,
and Martin C. Nall, Secretary,
announce the opening of the Binford-Nall Shoe Company in the
Franklin store here.
The following officers were
elected by the Gibraltar Savings
Corp here: R. H. Wade, President;
P. M. Hornbeak, vice-president;
H. G. Pigue, Secy.; W. S. Atkins,
Assi. Secy. and D. W. Smith,
treasurer
Miss Sara Butt directed a program sponsored by the
Fulton
Lions Club over station WOBT,
Union City, last Sunday
afternoon. The program included
a
quartette by Misses•Mattie Rice,
Jessie Rice,
Mary Elam
and
Frances Greer; address by club
president Dudley Smith; a ladies'
chorus, solos by Mary Warren.
address by Vodie Hardin; quartette by Messrs.._ Whitnel, Hornbeak, Wiley and Sugg and address by Steve Wiley.

The following Cayce Hi students were exempted from midMrs. Morgan
Davidson has
term exams, having made above
90 on all subjects and deportment been chosen as one of the five
the first months: (Seniors): Paid women in Kentucky to be named
Taylor Pewitt, Steward Wade, Master Farm Homemaker.
Harold
Hampton, Cecil Cruce,
With the correspondents: (McErnest Craig, Rubye Davis, Julia
Daw,es. of
Jeffress and Opal Bryant; (Jut- Fadden): Mr. John
iors): Hazel Mayfield and Daphne Memphis is visiting at the home
Mabry; (Sophomores): LaVerne of his father. Eph Dawes. (Route
Roper and Martha Sue Sublette; 1, Fu:ton): Mrs. Justus Pewitt
Edgar
Campbell of Los
(Freshmen): Ruby Wade, Anita and
Fowler, Kenneth Oliver, Fred Angeles arrived to be at the bedside
of their mother, Mrs. Mittie
Bondurant and Marye Jeffress.
Campbell, who is very ill. (Jordan): Ruth and Ardell HarringMiss Irene Jones of near Mos- ton spent the weekend with Alcow and Mr. Charles Bellew of ma and Alvin Polsgrove. (WillCrutchfield were united in mar- ingham Brdige): Jeannette
Inriage Sunday.
man, who was struck by an auto
while walking on the side of the
Mr. 011ie Kindred and Miss Leo highway in Cayce last Tuesday,
Ledbetter of Chestnut Glade stole is now back in school. (Water
a march on their friends two Valley): Little Citez Robey had
weeks ago, when they were sec- the croup last Saturday night.

Is it no more than a coincidence
that the flag of the United Nations is blue and white? These are
the colors of the nobelwoman
who, in the current conflict with
the powers of darkness, is the
Joan of Arc of all peoples who
wish to be free, including
the
Russian people.
The white of unimaginable purity and the blue of indescribable
valor—this is the battle-pennon
of the maiden who is Mother of
the Son of God and
spiritual
mother of all who
take their
stand with Him
against
His
enemies.
.She is not, as some seem to
suppose, gentle only, and winsome only, and only sweet.
Against evil she is terrible. In
battle she is invincible. She does
not stand
wringing her hands
while godlessness takes over the
earth that was wet with the blood
of her Son.
So immense is her love for her
fellowmen that she would, if it
were fair, take upon herself the
whole burden of turning back
_alheism_andisaving sic _from slavery. But then we should be left
without merit, without manliness,
without character.
The Virgin Mary would, if it
were right to do so, advance alone under God, her blue ban-

fror
und

are
intl

1

ners flying, to the confusion of
the massed
wickedness which
wars upon mankind. But in that
case, where whuld the rest of us
be when it came time for the victory march? She is too just and
to generous, as is her Son, to exclude us from the splendid triumph.

Ti

She drafts no one; but her recruiting office is - always open,
and every one from early childhood to the last breath
before
death may%erve in the army she
leads, and share in the glory of
her irrestible advance.
Her strategy, of course, seems
to the enemy to be foolishness.
All the works of God look like
foolishness to foolish men
who
know not God. But on Calvary
this woman watched the wisdom
of God while it exposed .the folly
of the cunning of men and devils.
She knows which weapons are
invincible; which
swords Lash
brightest and
sharpest in the
sun. She knows the'hatred fears
only love; that greed is crushed*
hy self-sacrifice4-that. cruelty isweak against kindness, and that
humility and
prayer grind to
dust pride and blasphemy. She
leads her armies as the Maid of
France led hers; and
against
THEM who shall stand?

1
;1
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.
what happens to those who do
not listen.
The reasons are: first, he's a
candidate to succeed
himself.
Second, he's a parent of youngsters who attend public schools,
and, as a state official of some
years' standing, has had previous
experience Wrestling with these
difficult educational problems.
The example, of course, is the
deplorable
francas that former
governor Earle . Clements had
with the KEA.
The education officials presented a pretty tough case to the governor. They told him that, from
the start of the school term last
September until the first of the
year, a total of 750 teachers quit
their jobs in Kentucky schools.
Of this number, about 700 resigned to take jobs which
pay
more money—the others qui'
for a var'ety of other reasons.
And the higher wages came,
for the most part, from teaching
jobs in other states.
John Booker, executive secretary of KEA, tells me that every
state Which touches the Kentucky

Uni.
Rali
May
Mrs

Tite_L'ad's Ba41#te4

Dick Oberlin:

The perplexing
quest.on of
what are we Kentuckians going
to do about the very real financial needs of our schools is with
us again.
It's with us so much, like the
Old Man of the Sea, wrapped
leech-like,, around our shOulders,
there's every possibility that a
special session of the legislature
will be necessary in March to
do someth'ng about it.
March, because by that time
Department
the State Revenue
will have a pretty good idea of
how much more income from
-taxes we'll have rolling into the
state treasury this year than it
does now.
The urgent needs were reported
to Gov. Lawrence Wetherby recently by Kentucky
Education
Association officials who had a
long and friendly audience
at
Frankfort.
When it was over the KEA people had the definite impress:on
that Wetherby is sympathetic. He
has two sound reasons for listening with a friendly ear to KEA
troubles—and a good example of

B.
Vim
May
ago.

Sermonette Of The Week

V

Spelling Bee
The 27th annual
Kentuckiana Spelling
Bee sponsored by The Courier-Journal, The
Louisville Times and Radio Station WHAS
was announced this week. Here's something
we'd like to see the local schools participate

retly married. The wedding was
announced Saturday.

borders—Ohio, Indjana, Illinois,
It's expected by the KEA that
Missouri,
Tennessee, Virginia there will be a surplus of at least
and
West
Virginia—pays its five million dollars,
probably
teachers more than we do.
seven or eight million, by
the
The KEA lists two primary end of this fiscal year. When a
needs which it culled from a re- sizeable amount of that is put to
cently completed survey. It says one side to cover other contingenteachers must have more money, cies and emergencies, there still
and we must replace about 600 might be enough left to give
school buses to
provide
teachers an average
safe Kentucky
transportation. Incidentally, the pay increase of $200 to 8250 a
cost of operating school busses is year.
up, too. Up about 10 per cent.
They hope.
In its survey, the KEA found
The legislature will have to be
that teachers insist they need willing, of course, and
it
will
from $100 to $950 a
year more take the blessing of the Wetherby
salary. The average of all replies Administration to get
it. It will
was $497. In round figures, $500 require a special session
of the
a year more. To 'provide that, we legislature, and
there are a lot
need ten million
dollars ($10,- of stumbling blocks.
000,000) more a
year in state
But KEA .insists that the need
funds for schools.
is real and urgent, and the time
And, it's feared, if substantial is short, since
teachers' contracts
pay increases are not forthcom- for the 1951-52
school year must
ing twe'll really lose a batch of be
signed before the end of this
teachers—eiarticularly since war regular school year. As a matter
industries are going to be offer- of fact, most of them are
signed
ing good jobs at better pay than in March.
teachers now can, for the most 'The problem still remains
apart, command.
bout how much state help should
That's' where inflation, which • be given
those
communities
has fattened state tax revenues which are not really
trying
to
to a very considerable extent, help their own schools
remain
comes in.
open. That's another problem.

V
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Automatic Draft
Minder!
Big

Radiant Doors!
Rich Duo
-Tone Walnut Finish!

Ask to s•ss

Duolln

Royo/ Mori./

FUEL OIL
CIRCULATING

8Ig.

HEATER

100 down, as little as $1.91 a week!

only $2

Bennett Electric
217 Main Street

324 Walnut Street

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Frields
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Granville
Vincent a fine young miss at the
Mayfield
Hospital several days
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Doyle
of
Union City and Mr. and
Mrs.
Ralph Doron and baby, Alicia, of
Mayfield visited parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. L. Down last Sunday.
Mrs. Bert Davis is
suffering
from infection in her hand and is
under medical care.
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson
are indisposed due to 'olds and
influenza.

News reached here of the serMrs. LaVerne Windsor is
reious illness of Edgar Wills. at his! ported sick aue to influenv.
home near Murray. Mr. Wills has I Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Donoho
been
hospitalized a portion of have recently installed a deep
time and is a relative of the late freeze.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Lassiter,
L. B. Lassiter, Buton
Lassiter,
Mrs. B. L. Doron and your writ- Lynnville, were visitors of their
er. Many good wishes.- are
ex- brother, Buton Lassiter and famtended the
stricken man, who ily Monday night.
recently, experienced a sorrowMiss Delia Vincent has
been
ful tragedy in the loss of his wife confined to her bed a portion of
a raw months ago.
time suffering a deep siege of
Mrs. Frank Bynum is a patient cold.
at the Mayfield Hospital where
Mrs. Loy Abernathy isn't quite
she has undergone surgery. She so well due to complications from
is doing as
well as
expected. which she has 'suffered several
Children are at bedside.
months.

The body of Robert (Bob) Barber was interred to Acree cemetery Tuesday with Roberts Funeral Home arrangements.
Mr.
Barber is survived by his companion, five sons and three
daughters. Several nieces
and
nephews, relatives and friends.
The deceased
was a former
resident of this'section where he
was engaged in
farming later
moving to Mayfield, Ky., where
he was in the grocery business.
He was a member of
North
Side Baptist Church where the
funeral services were held Tuesday at 1:30 p. m. by Rev. Artell
Wright and Rev. L. W. Carlin.
Profound sympathy is extended
by the entire community.
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Thirs

°thing more
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To work refreshed

C.

Yes Sir. Everybody knows
ice-cold Coca-Cola is
delicious and refreshing
SMILED UNDER AUTHORIlY Of 111L COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLD1G CO., INC.

01951,Dm Coro-Cola Company

Joyce Taylor
Most of the farmers in
this
vicinity are through stripping tobacco and a lot of it has been put
on the market.
. Bettye Sue Morgan of Detroit
visited Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and Joyce Tuesday night.
Mrs. Tye Finley . was the guest
of her sister, Mrs. Tennie House
Saturday.
Mrs. J. P Owen, Jane and Sue
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
,
Mrs. Lee Sills and family.
Gale Bushart and Peggy Travis
are ill with measles.
Mr. and Mrs1 Zollie Holland,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Jennings
and Carolyn 'of Mayfield called
on Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Ricka
man awhile Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
0. F. Taylor and Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland
visited 0.L. Henley Sunday. Mr.
Henley is ill in a Memphis hospital.
Mrs. Ralph Morgan has
returned to her home in Detroit after visiting.,relatives and friends
here.
Mrs. Ruth Weems is visiting in
Fulton this week.
Taylor was the
Mrs. Cassie
Friday afternoon guest of Mrs.
Violet Bushart.
Howard and Helen Crittendon
I were Monday night supper guests
, of Mr. and Mrs. Norman CrittenI don and Susan of Mayfield.
Peggy Casey spent the weekend with her parents, Mr. and

Mrs7 Quitman Casey, Junior and Friday,
Jan. 26, 1951 — The Fulton News — Page 3
Bobby.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
ONEIOFIRK_ENTUCIXT'OURADITIONV
Earl Wray and Donald
Harry Yates went to Mayfield
Monday on business.
Mr. and Urs. 0. F. Taylor called on Miss Allie Rowland and
her dad Monday night awhile.
The MYF meeting
met with
To most Americans there's link
Mrs Pauline Carr Monday !fight
.
" meaning in the melodious dsant
with five present.
of the tobacco auctioneer.To the
Kentuckian born and raised in
the burley belt it's the sweetest
Fulton Route One
music in the world. For it means
Sue Clark
good times and welcome cash
Misses Sue and Virginia Clark
after bag days in the tobacco
visited Mrs. Raymond Clark Satbeds.Tobacco auctions with their
urday morning.
tow upon row of golden leaf are
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Howell
a pungent tradition in Kentucky.
and Mr and Mrs. Raymond Clark
Yes,and beer is a tradition
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
In Kentucky, tool
Mrs. 0. G. Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clark
Like tobacco auctions, BEER
spent Wednesday night with his
BELONGS ia Kentucky. And
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. G Clark.
since the radius solemn sac.
dons, sans and buyers able
Miss Inez Cooley spent Tuesday
night with
byte retired akar the sales to
Miss Sue
Clark,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. G.
enjoy beer, the beverage of
Clark.
eloderetion.

Tobacco
Auctions

Phone 410 tor Job
Vior

Copyright 1950, Kentariv Weaken,U.&Onerars Fomaietioes
Printing
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Sawyers Market
234 EAST,"FOURTH STREET

PHONE

Prompt service!

75

Yes Madam! A phone call
to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
... in all kinds of weathdoor.
er. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.

1
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You can pay more...
but you carit buy better
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._than the '51 Ford
AS SEEN IN "SEVENTSZN"

with new FORDOMATIC* DRIVE

798

4rlasarrVt= lad
44IffreSsa-

and 43 "Look Ahead"features
Built with an eye to the future, this '51
Ford is the buy for the future ... with 45
new "Look Ahead" Veiteres that 14 keep
it looking, acting, and feeling young for
years ahead. A few of those long-life features are explained at right.

I'
••

FORDOMA nc DRIVE
• no ttooroat
ookettotic drips(
• The samooduisf
sod mote Storibial
• Cuts 92% of
yaw Orange,' eggoliegeer

SAMOSIATIC 1111LEAGE MAKER
It'. a am* brain that give• yOM itigh
compreopoa performance with regular in. better mileage with any a....
NewWaterproof Ignition System.

• TrAes off '1.1• •otr•
• 11•66-0

olmoya haul

hO DOLIIISERIAL IONCI-SIZE MAKER
A mach of maw
errands and ounc.11::y're
t.'
"
:=
waled against the mathee to scout
sootarchinding. too.
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JUBILEE (Above): Organdy collar
and applique plus SchiffIi embroidery on sleeves and hip-pouf pockets.
Sanforized broadcloth; Navy, jadegreen bittersweet, luggage, acqua.
Sizes 9 to 15.

10
SJ,

IS

Como fir for
"TEST DRIVE"

$7.98

Vaol

CARNIVAL (At left): Wide lapels,
flapped pockets, big disc buttons.
Sanforized plaid gingham spiked
with white; gay plaid, green, brown,
navy. Sizes 9 to 15.

MENMILATIC POSTURE CONTROL
▪
Front scat moves forward automatically at the touch of a lever. At that
use time height and angle arc al
Plated for correct posture.

1.7.1

$7.98
(Sizes 9-15, 10-20, 16'2-261,2, in
Other Brands, also in stock)
.0ptisao/ a• 98oodelo re satin cr./

WE INVITE YOU to come in now and see all the new spring
suits, coats, etc., now on display. Nationally advertised brands
including Mary Lane, Briny Marlin'and Donnybrook.
USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN .

The Leader Store

he '51. FORD

FULTON

L.-r-. dear

J. V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
M A YFIELD HIGHWAY

434 LAKE STREET

NMI -MAW LIFT- DECK ut,
Jos tors the key and tA• rem illy4
moan. No ctiort rotturcd to NA
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A bountiful pot luck lunch was
delegate to Farm and Home ConMISS RUDDUE,
LOTTIR MOON
twenty six
vention, Mrs. E. E. Mount will be served at noon to
ina. CALDWELL
CIRCLE MEETS
February 9 at 2 p. m. in the home members and four visitors, Mrs.
TO WED FEB. 10
MONDAY NIGHT
T. E. .Williamson, Mrs. J. L.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Ruddle, of Mrs. Gene Dowdy.
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
Mrs. Henry Walker
Interests
The recreation leader, Mrs. R. Jones, Sr.,
First Baptist Church was delight- 112 Oak Street announce the enand Mrs. J. C. Lawson, Jr., Mrs.
fully entertained with a dinner gagement and approaching mar- E. Williamson, led the group in Lawson became a member.
'
daughter, singing, "All Thru the Nights
evening by Mrs. Uel riage of their lovely
Monday
The Club will meet in FebruH. and "Abide with Me." She also
Killebrew and Mrs. Russell Rudd Dathal Marie, to Benjamin
Joan Cald- assisted in playing New Year's ary with Mrs. Cecil Burnette.
Mrs.
or
son
Caldwell,
Killebrew.
at
the
Mrs.
of
home
HOME NEWS
CLUBS
SOCIETY
Resolution
members and well and the late Mr. Caldwell of Puzzle, New Year's
Twenty-three
Mrs. Ruth Scott spent last
and Hour Glass. Each member
Plum 1E6
three visitors, Mrs. Jack Edwards, Union City.
her sister, Mrs. Lee
They will be married February drew a name which is to be her weekend with
Mrs.
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer and
be remem- Satterwhite in Nashville.
to
Friend
Sunshine
10.
prewere
Watson,,
Mazy
Hughes
Richard Scott and R. R.,Kirkland.
bered on her birthday and annivDIRS. GUS BARD GIVES
sent.
Miss RuddlO attended Fulton
Preceding the program an exePhone 470 for Job Printing
ersary.
MUSICAL RECITAL IN
a valued
now
is
and
was
School
High
meeting
After
the
dinenr
at
held
was
meeting
board
cutive
PADUCAH. JANUARY 17
called to order by the chairman, employee of the Southern Bell
Paducah — At an annual fed- 2:15. Mrs. Leutenmayer presided
Mrs. Telephone Company.
Mrs. Charles Walker and
eration silver tea, Mrs. Gus G.,and reports were given by the
Mr. Caldwell attended Union
Sterling Bennett led the group in
Bard, concert pianist of Fulton,(officers, Mrs. L. W. Gregory,
gave City High School and Memphis
Collins
prayer.
Earl
Mrs.
presented
chairman
membership
Matinee
the
I
presented by
was
the report on World Missions and State College. Ha. is employed by
Music Club as guest artist Wed- I names for membership and those
Miss Sarah Collins read the minu- the Life of Georgia Insurance Co.
Ben
Mesdames
were:
accepted
in
17
January
nesday afternoon,
tes of the last minutes. Mrs. L.
Johnson,
Walter
Jr.,
Boswell,
Unity
the
of
hail
the educational
D. Ferrell brought the devotional. VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
Reformed Charles Milliken and Miss Helena
and
Evangelical
U. Hughes.
Mrs. Ardell Sams was in ENJOY MEETING WITH
church..
.
Mrs. Bard was the houseguest
charge of the program, "God is MRS. HERMAN ROBERTS
Mrs. Bard played a varied and of Mrs. Leutenmayer during her
Moving—Who can Hinder" assistThe Victory Homemakers Club
beautiful program with intellig-stay in the city.
ed by Mrs. J. U. McKendree, Miss met Tuesday, January 23 in the You know — like millions of others — how
PEGGY HALL
/
ence, fine musicianship, underwonderfully effective Vick VapoRub Is
Howard
Mrs.
Mary
Moss
Hales,
the
P.
on
H.
Mrs.
of
Roberts
home
HONORFD
WITH
standing feeling and brilliance.
when you rub it on.
CIRCLE No. TWO
Collins. Hickman Highway with
Adams and Mrs. Earl
Mrs.
BIRTHDAY
PARTY
when
relief
special
Now...here's amazing,
Outstanding among selections ENJOYS MEET WITH
there's much coughing or stuffiness, that
Mrs. Jce Hall complimented her The meeting was dismissed with E. A. Carver co-hostess.
Capricciasco" MRS. T. S. HUMPHRIES
were: "Rondo
Adams.
by
Howard
prayer
Mrs.
feeling. It's VapoRub in Steam
"choked-up"
daughter, Peggy with a birthday
The meeting was called to cr(Mendelssohn), and "Andante
and it brings relief almost instantly!
Mrs. T. S. Humphries was hDstnight at their
der by the president, Mrs. Cecil
Finale"(Dcmizetti) arranged for em to Circle Number Two of the party Saturday
spoonfuls of VapoRub in a
2
or
1
Put
GROUP C OF WSCS
home on Cedar Street.
Burnette. Mrs. Roberts gave the vaporizer or bowl of boiling water. Then
left hand by Lescheetizsky, with I First Baptist Church Monday.
MEETS
WITH
MONDAY
15th
*devotion and Miss Georgia Matt- breathe in the soothing, medicated vapors
The occasion was Peggy's
complete technical control, fine
Mrs. C. H. Conley, chairman, birthday and fourteen
friends MRS. W. S. ATKINS
ingly read the thought for the Every breath eases coughing spasms, makes
sensitivity of genuine artistry. In
sesthe
over
business
presided
breathing easier. And to prolong relief—rub
the
invited
party
to enjoy
were
Mrs. W. S. Atkins was hostess month, "Farewell and Hail."
"Sonata
played
addition she
sion. Reports of the different with her.
to Group C of the WSCS of the
The lesson on Improved Stor- VspoRub on throat, chest and back.
Pathetique Allegro" (Beethoven)
a
committees were given and
VApoRus
A beautifully decorated birth- First Methodist Church at
leaders,
Use it in steam ...Rub it on, too/
her age was given by the
and the Paraphrase on "The Blue
card from the Veterans Hospital day cake held 15 lighted candles, home on Third Street
Mrs.
Collier and
Monday Mrs. Dean
Danube" (Strauss) concert ar•
their and as the honoree blew out the afternoon with Mrs. T. M. Frank- Ernest Carver. There should be a
thanking the circle for
ranged by Schulze-Elver.
Christmas gift was read.
candles, the girls sang "Happy lin and Mrs. L. C. Massey co- place for everything, they
exAs an encore,'The Rosary byl
•
.
,
t'4
Mrs. M. I.. Rhodes gave the de- Birthday." A delicious supper hostesses.
plained, and everything should be
Nevin, rearranged by Mrs. Bard
votional followed by an article, was served, and Miss Hall re- , The chairman, Mrs. Hattie in its place. The period in which
brought praise from a most ap"Ye Are My Witnesses" by Mrs. ceived many nice gifts.
Wood, presided over the meeting. we are entering is expected • to
preciative audience.
J. W. Cheniae. Mrs. Blanche
The guest list included: Misses Mrs. W. C. Hogg gave the devo- last five years so we should not
Miss Frances Nagel, a most
Drink Lots of
meeting Hall, Kay Cherry, Carolyn Jones, tional and an article from
Anderson closed the
the put off spending for storage.
promising young ballet dancer,
with prayer.
Glenda Sue Brown, Betty Meach- Methodist Woman was given by
Clip storage ideas from magawas presented in two numbers,
Refreshments were served to
Winkie Voegeli, Nancy Mrs. J. K Fall, Sr., Mrs. Atkins zines and keep for
references.
"Equestrienne" and the "Doll
thirteen members.
Breeden, Peggy Adams, Beverly: reported on speeches she heard at Few homes have enough storage M ILK
Dance," which were executed
Cursey, Katherine Smith, Sylvia the Methodist Convocation which space and
after you
become
with precision and poise, accomAshby, Gail Logan, Jean Hyland she attended at Savanah, Ga.
"storage conscious"_you will see
Mrs. GROUP A OF WSCS
piano by
panied at the
and Jane Austin.
During the soc:al hour delicious possibilities you never
ENJOY MEET WITH
thought
4- TASTY
Harry Reeves.
Miss Katherine Smith, who is refreshments were served to sev- of before.
After the program Mrs. C. A. MRS. LAWSON ROPER
A Silver Tea in honor of the + REFRESHING
Mrs. Roper was gracious host- moving from Fulton soon, was enteen members and two visitors.
Leutenmayer, club president, inguests to meet Mrs. ess to Group A of the WSCS of surprised with a lovely gold footvited the
+ ECONOMICAL
Bard and then be served at the the First Methodist Church Mon- ball, a gift from the girls attendFOR THIRTY YEARS
day afternoon at her home with ing the party.
tea table.
QUALITY
AND
SERVICE
a
with
covered
and
—
Mrs.
Herrin
Mrs. R. M.
The table was
-4- CONVENIENT
have been our first consideration: yet funerals as low as $99.50
white linen cloth and held a sil- Frank Barrett co-hosteses.
el
Makes
arrangement
an
ver bowl with
are always a part of our service.
Mrs. Herin opened the meeting rou
work
f
chrysantheyellow
.Z think
mctcrial
of white and
with prayer. Mrs. Roper, the
NO OTHER DRINK
lighter
That our cows givit milk
mums and (Si each side were new chairman, presided over the
holders.
As
satin
as
lush
crystal
in
white tapers
M.
business meeting. Mrs. R.
THE
I GIVES YOU SO MUCH
And smooth es silk.
Mrs. L. D. Stacey and Mrs. N. Lynch gave the devotional
on
service
tea
the
at
presided
J. Hits
"Prayer" and Mrs. Hunter White- N°/
4
1
TELEPHONE
and were assisted in serving by sell had charge of the lesson givIRONER
Mrs. Leutenrnayer, Mrs. Eugene ing two articles from Christian
$11111.03—
Katterjohn, Mrs. J. V. Potter and Advocate and World Outlook.
iew monthly
The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Mrs. W. C. Moore.
A delicious salad was served to
Air-conditioned chapel.
Miss Anna Mae Hannan kept eighteen -members, a new memthe register, which was signed ber, Mrs. Jim Martin, two visit- BENNETT ELECTRIC
—MEMBER—
•
/C8
/r
WA •
217
Phone
ButterMain
201
L.
Noble
ors, Mrs. S. J. Burke and Mrs. R.
by Mesdames
i
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N
Walter
PHONE 813
Norsworthy,
A. Brady of Long Beach, Calif.
worth J. H.
ANA
40/1141111iNININIMP
E. Brown, William Hannan, Her•
man Kneer, Margaret Kelley,
Horace Anaemia, Witham Nagel, H. M. Harper, W. C. Moore,
Horace Owen, Howard Shelton,
W .M. Reams, W. P. Allen, John
R. Lowe, B. L. Ward, R. 11 MulJen;
Mesdames Sid Trial, Wells
Heath, 0. E. Plianstiei, Frank
Kauth, Marie Wilkins, Nell Puryear, Frank DuPerrieu, Roland
Houston, James Ward, Raymond
Athey, Raymond Roof, L. W.
Gregory, Joseph Habacker, David
E. Diley, Thomas A. Gould, J. IL
Stevens, Ralph Wear;
Mesdames Virginia Hart, Ann
Miller, Sam S. Friedman, 0. F.
Perdue, N. J. MU,R. W. Rutherford, C. A. Leutenmayer, L. D.
Stacey, Malcolm D. Jones, W. J.
Bass, W. A. Schriefer, Gus Dayenport, Clara Rouse, John Meyer,
Katie Waddell, Warren Perry, J.
V. Potter.
Mesdames Chapman Jennings,
Ben Boskell, Jr., W. C. Strickler,
IL K. Weber, Fred Nagel, E. R.
Ladd, J. Frank Moiler, Thomas
Stapleton, B. L. Bradley, Harry
Livingston, Levi Chilton, Morris
Steinfeld, Harry Reeves, Ed Hannan, P. IL Ryan, Ray Jacobs;
Misses Mary Doran, Helena R.
Hughes, Anna Mae Hannan, Dorothy Smith, Majorie &lawmen,
Valeska Runge, Frances Nagel,
Sterling Price, Mary Arm Helm;
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ANNIE ARMSTRONG
CIRCLE MEETS WITH
MRS. CONNAUGHTON
Mrs. H. W. Connaughton was
Annie
gracious hostess to the
Circle of the First
Armstrong
Baptist Church Monday night at
her home on the Martin Highway.
Mrs. Connaughton opened the
meeting with prayer and she acted as chairman in the absence of
Mrs. Buel Carlisle, chairman.
The business session followed
with the roll call and reading of
minutes. The devotional and program was given by Mrs. George
Speight, the subject was "Living
•
Victoriously in 51."
Mrs. James Hyland closed the
meeting with prayer after which
refreshments were s'oc&ed to nine
members and two visitors.
The next meeting will be a pot
luck supper February 5 with Mrs.
Ellis Beggs on Pearl and Green
Streets.

ttlAtV
W11I
For Stuffiness,
Coughs of Colds

VICKS

W

I

V

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

7

EXPERT,
Economical Service
Herr you can depend on the
finest repair servier at haw
cost. We cigar:inter oar work.
for expert ecoRemember
— Call
nomical radio Stit
us.

Pft()M111'11'
PHONE 4 ri I

Cliv ELECIRI(
And Tire Company
• PHONE 4411 •
')5

Commercial Ave.

A wise mother knows how ouch k pays to be kind to your
eyes. More light means less eyestrain,easier reading,studying,
or sewing. To add cheer to your home, to make you feel better, and
to conserve precious eyesight, get enough lamps and big enough bulbs.
Ample light adds to gracious living.
Dad knows how light stimulates sales at the store. One of our
lighting specialists helped plan his lighting to fit his store. Planned

PUIRIR:MiLK

lighting is a strong stimulus for profit-building sales. Planned lighting
helps to increase volume, to bring in more traffic, to make it easier for
the customer to see, to spotlight those "impulse" items.
Bring your lighting problems to on. We have a home lightiteg
specialist to help mother,and a commercial lighting specialist who can
help you plan your lighting for your office or store. Their services are
free. Call or write today.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPOR

A

ilD

.
0

was
y six
Mrs.
J. L.
'alker
Mrs.
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'ebrue.

I

last
s, Lee

visited Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown
PALESTINE
!Sunday afternoon on Pearl Street
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Jimmy Wallace spent Saturday
Mr. and Mrs
Gus
Browder I night with his aunt,
MP6. Leslie
Nugent on Park Ave.
Friends of Mrs. Morgan Davidson will be glad to hear of her
improvement. She was able to
-Seewrite a letter to
her''Sunday
T. H."
Torn" Cowden School where she was a regular
member
and
it
was
read Sunday
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
by Supt. Homer Weatherspoon.

FHA LOANS

Ling

<<<<<<<<<<<<
fi
gN
i
mlat
HARCH
BRACE
TRY ON THE AIR CUSHIONED
McCOY
AND feel THE DIFFERENCE

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

4
0
1
1
204 Main Street

•

I ulton, Kentucky

ATTENTION FARMERS
or call us for pickups-No charge.
Expert Culling Service FREE-Try us and be convinced.
We are still located in back or the Kroger Store in Fulton.
Station now under no v management.

THE TOMZIK CREAM STATION
-PHONE 134FULTON, KENTUCKY

ADMISSION-Adults 34c matinee; 43c night: Saturday and
Sunday all day. Children 12c any time.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
January 26-27

;

TWO BIG FEATURES
GALS

n •

"9

soRA PASSAGE:
OMNI

MI

NORRIS ALIMIGIIT
or Ur I
IMAM 111..1

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
January 28-29-30

JOHN WAYNE r r)
OPERATION ACIFIC
WARMER

AiSCI Stite9944

PATRICIA

w, NEAL
!ten onn

WARD BONO•PHILIP CARES

LUX FLAKES
LG.

GEORGE WAGONER

Wednesday and Thursday
January 31-February 1

DOUBLE TREAT
The Next Voice
You Hear...
P-L-U-S

"STATE PENITENTIARY" ------

CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Bondurant
Mrs. Ruth Cloys has gone
to
Memphis where she has.accepted
a position as nurse in a private I
home.
Mrs. Neal Scearce has returned ,
home from several weeks
visit,
with her daughter, Mrs. Marie
Fletcher and son, Rhiner,
Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Taylor and Anita
and her son, Willie Scearce, who
is a patient in Kenndy Hospital.
She was accompanied home
by
Mrs. Fletcher and Rhiner, who
spent the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Farley, June
and Elaine spent the
weekend
with the latter's parents in Russellville, Ky.
'
Miss Myrtle Burnette was the
dinner guest of Mrs. Daisie Bond, ui-ant and Clarice Sunday. They
visited Mrs. Ernest Treas in Fulton Sunday afternoon.
Miss Helen Simpson, Mrs. J. C.!
Menees and Billie Simpson were!
in Paducah Monday Shopping.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Wall and I
Harold
Hampton
visited Mrs.
Vada Bard and
Miss
Hattie
Hampton in Fulton Sunday afternoon.
Mr.. and Mrs. Tom Arrington
had a fish dinner at
Reelfoot
Lake Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett and
son, Iloward, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
, Burns and Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Burns of St. Louis, Mo., spent the
weekend with Mrs. Bettie Pruett.
Sam Burns, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
lof near Union City, Mr. and Mrs.
I J. C. Menees were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. James Menees
Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams
and,son of Detroit are visiting the
latter's mother, Mrs. Ben Brown
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Powell
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Powell and family of Wear
of
Fulton were Sunday guests
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Powell, Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Moseley and family.
PIERCE STATION
Alford and Carmel Laster
of
Alamo, Tenn., spent the weekend
grandmother, Mrs.
with their
Arthur Birmingham.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Foster
of
Union City spent Saturday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Vickery.
Little Linda Rogers has chicken
pox.
Birmingham also has
Larrice
the chicken pox.
Little Jane Bobbit Lowe
has
recovered from a spell of scarlet
fever.
I wonder how many of The
News correspondents enjoy reading "Mattie Dear" from Mississippi. I read every line and enjoy it.

Toilet Soap
BATH

2

SIZE

27'

Bars

SWAN

2

19(

SIZE
ANI•I

SWAN
Toilet Soap
BATH
SIZE

BAR

1

Prices Shown Here Guaranteed
Wed., Jan. 24 through Tues., Jan. 30

5C

BREEZE

A&P's
•stoftwide Prke Policy
dreds of low prices

Soap Powder
LG.

32'

on

stead of items every day hun..• injust a f
or

SILVER DUST
Cannon Face Cloth in Every
'Box.
LG. .

"week•end"

In order to bring you better
food at lower cost we manufacture many of the fine foods you
find in your A&P.
We have still other items made
especially for us according to
our own strict standards by other
reputable manufacturers.
In either case,our name on the
label is a guarantee of quality
and value.
May we suggest that you get
acquainted with all these A&P
products?
Try them, and let us know
how you like them.Please write;

SPRY
Shortening
LB.
1
CAN

•07

1-Lb. Can 39e
PALMOLIVE

Toilet Soap
REG.

2 Bars 19'

SIZE

•Advert
sewpeci"one-day"als.
teed forised prices are
• nuirket one week,even guaranprices go
up. though
Re
believe
this policy
our
customers save
helps
more money.
•With
the
on every correct price
item, plus an marked
S•
slip . •. itemized
what register
you save
you know

Customers' Corner

34'

-PKG.
GIANT PKG. 65e

7-RIB END CORN FED

PORK
lb 39c

Super
Right

CASHMERE
CUSTOMER RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT
AAP Food Stores
420 Lexington Avenui
New York 17, N. Y.

BOUQUET
TOILET SOAP
BATH

BAR 14(

SIZE

VEL

GRAPEFRUIT or
BLENDED JUICE

Soap Powder
LG.

32'

PKG.

46-0Z. CAN

GIANT PKG. 71c
•

FAB
Soap Powder
LG.

32'

PKG.

IVORY SOAP.
LARGE SIZE
BARS

2

31(

IVORY FLAKES
LG.

32'

PKG.
2 REG. PKGS. 27c

\IP

P&G '
Laundry Soap
BARS

2

17'

SPIC & SPAN
CLEANSER
16-0Z.
BOX

25'

TREND
Detergent
11-07.

31'

DEVILS FOOD
18-0Z.
FRG

33'

DIAL SOAP

2

"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"

and Prove to Yourself That A&P's
Storewide EverydayLow Prices Will
Save You More Than Just a Few
"Week-End Specials"

Toilet Soap
Bars

REG.

DUFFS
Cake Mix

Bond & Lillcad IS what it
e'..
i
looks like - a fine whiskey.'
You and your guests will enjoy its smooth Kentucky taste.

,4&P

etS

LUX

PKG.

A GooD.ComPolltost
.
-

Be Sure of Big Savings!

32'

PKG.
REG. PKG. I3c

PKG.

We are now back in the Poultry Buying Business.
1 or honest, prompt and courteous service, bring your poultry

CA/MI

Sunday • visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Bard and Me A. M.
Browder were: M•r. Arid
Mrs.
Elwin Bard and granddaughter,
Nancy Carol Brown, Mr, and Mrs.
Glynn Bard and Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Bard.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson
returned home Monday from several days tour through Texas and
Florida. They visited his sister,
Lavenia, in Eustis, Fla. They
were
accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Hancock.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Evans
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy of
Union City v.sited Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Browder Sundi.y
evening.,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt and
son, Harry, were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe McAlister.
The Homemakers served supper Monday night to the Baptist
!Training School
group of
90
members.
The community was saddened
Monday of' the sudden death of
Robert Wade. and
extend sympathy tO the family.

BAIts

37,

KITCHEN KLENZER

2 "Ns 2V
JOAN OF ARC

25'

ORANGE JUICE, Sweet, 46-oz. can
Iona Unpeeled Halves
APRICOTS, No. 21Ai can
LIMA BEANS, Iona, 16-oz. can
SAUERKRAUT. A&P, No. 2 can
Kale, Turnip or Mustard
GREENS, No. 2 can •
HOMINY, Iona, 2 No. 2% cans
SPINACH, A&P, No. 2 can
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Sultana, No. 2% can
Iona Sliced or Halves
PEACHES, No. 2% can
A&P Fancy Golden Whole Kernel
CORN, No. 303 can
Yukon Club (Plus Bottle Deposit)
BEVERAGES, 3 24-oz. bottles
In Oil or Mustard
SARDINES, 3 No. ' cam

1

29c
27c
10c
10c
10c
23e
18e
36e
29c
16c
29e
25e

CHERRIES

Fully Cooked
HAMS, Shank Portion, lb.
SLAB BACON, any size cut, lb.
SMOKED PICNICS, 4 to 8 lb. avg., lb.
SMOKED JOWLS, Sugar Cured, lb.
BACON SQUARES, Cello Wrap., lb.
SLICED BACON, All Good, lb.
Sliced or by the piece
BOLOGNA, lb.
SPARE RIBS, 3-lb. down, lb.
FRYERS, Full Dressed, lb.
Full Dressed for Stewing or Fricassee
FOWL, lb.
Full Dressed
TURKEYS, 18-lbs. up, lb.
Fresh Frozen
SHRIMP, Med. Size, lb
OYSTERS, Standard, Pint Tin
Full Dressed
BLACK SEA BASS, lbFull Dressed White Perch
SHEEPHEAD, lb.
COD FILLETS, Skinless, lb.
RED PERCH FILLETS, lb.
HADDOCK FILLETS, lb.

1.39
47e
25c
28e
29c
16e
18e
20e
25c

ORANGES, Flosida, 4-1b. bag
GRAPEFRUIT, Marsh Seedless, 8-1b. bag
SWEET YAMS, Porto Rican, 3-lbs.
Fancy Western Box Red Delicious
APPLES, 2-lbs.
GRAPES, Calif. Red, 2-lbs.
POTATOES, New Fla. Red, 3-lba.
GREEN BEANS, Fresh, Tender, lb.
Blue Grass
STRAWBERRIES, Frozen, 16-oz. pkg.
(Baby) Table Tested
LIMA BEANS, 12-oz. pkg.
A&P Delmonte or Sun Sweet
PRUNES, 1-1b. pkg.

saws.

NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

2

{

SULTANA

RED BEANS, 16-oz. can I lc

CHEESE
2-LB

45c
29c
35c
39e
41e

49r
39e
29e
27(
29e
25c
29c
39c
25c
27c

LOAF

96'

IN ( 1111 I GRAVY
Ann Page
MACARONI or Spaghetti, 1-1b. pkg.
TOMATO SOUP, Ann Page, 10%-oz. can
Ann Page Prepared
SPAGHETTI, 2 15%-oz. cans
SALAD DRESSING, Ann Page, pt.
Gelatin Desserts
SPARKLE, 3 pkgs.
Sultana Red
KIDNEY BEANS, 2 16-oz. cans
Ann Page Pure
CHERRY JAM, 1-Lb. Jar

17e
Sc
25c
33e
20c
I9c
29c

BUTTER, Wildmere, 1-1b. roll
Mell-o-Bit
AMERICAN CHEESE, lb.
Cheddar Cheese
N. Y. SHARP, lb.
CHEDDAR CHEESE, Wisconsin Mild, lb.
American Cheese Food
CHED-O-BIT, 2-lb. loaf
•
DANISH BLEU CHEESE, lb.
CHEDDAR CHEESE, Wisconsin Sharp, lb
SWEET MILK, PasteurizedAnn Page
PORK & BEANS, 16-or.. jar

25c

s-33
rws

59c
75c

FOOD SPREADS

CANS

No. 303

53e

BORDEN'S CHATEAU

31c

BUTTER BEANS
LARGE

BLEND

59e
.

49'

JOAN OF ARC

_
KENTUCKY WHISKEY - A

59e
Me
59e

POTATOES
LB.
1O
BAG

KIDNEY BEANS
20-0Z.

2

33e
53e

IDAHO BAKING

RED SOUR PITTED
No. 10
2No. 2 .27
Can 99e
Can

Sunnyfield Plain
FLOUR, 25-Lb. Bag
Perfect Strike
CHUM SALMON, 1-Lb. Can
TOMATO JUICE, Icina, 46-oz. can
N. B. C. Premium Saltines
CRACKERS, 1-Lb. Box
Great Northern
DRIED BEANS, 2-Lb. Pkg.
Quick or Regular
QUAKER OATS, 20-oz. pkg.
Pancake Flour
AUNT JEM1MAS,20-oz. pkg.
KARO SYRUP, Blue Label, 24-oz. bot.
Laundry Soap
OCTAGON, 3 large bars
Granulated
OCTAGON SOAP, Large Pkg.
.
(With Dish Cloth)

59e
49c
45e
25c

Copyright 1951-The Crest Adastic and Pacific Tea Cs

71c
57e
87e
450
82e
60e
64c
22c
11c
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CLUBS

-4--

HOME NEWS

Phone 926

MRS. BURCHANI
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Randall Burcham entertained the . members of the Friday afternoon bridge club and one
guest, Mrs. Garland Merryman,
with a love!y one o'clock luncheon last Friday at her home on

West Street.
A delicious luncheon was served at card tables after which
enjoyed
games of bridge were
with Mrs. W. B. Stokes receiving
high score prize and Mrs. J. A.
Poe receiving second high.
Members attending were: Mesdames Poe, Stokes, P. J. Trinca,

OLD PAL, I'M
GOING TO GIVE YOU
"SUIT„SECURITY"

(Tineit eleeniny

YOU'RE GOING TO BE
CLEANED BY EXPERTS
WHO'LL TREAT YOU AS
GENTLY AS A FLOWER
AND MAKE YOU LOOK
AS NEW AS A_BABY

.0t

,eorveit

OK LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
PHONE 130

recevied many ,
W. H. Sewell, J. L. Jones, Jr., shower and she
Thomas Maddox, C. D. Edwards useful and lovely gifts.
The hostess served ice cream at
and W. H. Hogg.
the'CISnclusion of the games.
were:
attending
Members
MRS. JOE FLY
Ardell Sams, Eu1.1
Mesdames
COMPLIMENTS
Mulford, Howard Strange, C.'
BRIDGE CLUB
Mi
Misses
aid Rachel and
Mrs. Joe Fly complimented the Anderson, Adolphus Latta, T.,.
members of her bridge club and my Nell Gates and Lily B. All.
Thursday
last
several guests
attending were: 10,
Guests
Bates dames George
home on
night at her
Batts, Geo,g•
Street.
Monette
Moore, Ed Neely and
Three tables of players enjoyed Dycus.
Mrs.
an evening of bridge with
Those sending gifts but not
winning ,high tending were:
Rachel
Gerald
Mesdames Lol.
Mrs. Green, Claude Vaden, I. M. Jones
members,
score for the
high and and Eunice Seath.
George Batts, guest
Miss Mary Anderson winning the
bridge bingo.
MRS. TREAS
The club presented Mrs. Ger- ENTERTAINS
ald Rachel with a pink and blue BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Joe Treas entertained the
of the Thursday, night
YOU'RE_ GOING TO, ' members
bridge club and several visitors
with a party last Thursday evenOK LAUNDRY
ing at her home on Green Street.
DRY CLEANERS
Five tables of players enjoyed
an evening of bridge with Mrs.
Bill Stokes winning guest high,
FORTPEIt-10Dit\
Jones club prize
Mrs. Stanley
REJUVENATION
and Miss Ann Godfrey, second
- .soisw•ose-400high.
The hostess served a' salad
concjusion of the
plate at the
games.
MesVisitors playing were:
dames Jasper Vowel', Jack Carter, Edward
Benedict,
Ralph
Winstead, Bill Stokes, Garland
Merryman, C. D. Edwnrds, Thomas Maddox and K. P. Dalton, Jr.
Members present were: Mesdames Clyde Williams. Jr., J. A.
Poe, Morgan Omar, Fred Hoinra.
Stanley Jones, Clyde Hill. J. L.
Mahan and
Jones, Jr., Thomas
Misses Andy DeMyer, Ann GodMary
frey, Helen King and
Homra.

ame inic3ea 6rYograe4e
You Can't Match a

FRIGIDAIRE
Food Freezer

MRS. HONTAS MOORE
ENTERTAINED FRIDAY
WITH BIRTHDAY PARTY
Mrs. Charles Smith and Mrs
J. G. Mullins complimented Mrs.
Moore with a surprise
Hontas
birthday party last Friday night
at the home of Mrs. Mullins on
Fourth Street.
The dining table was overlaid
centered
with a lace cloth and
cake
with a beautiful birthday
which the attractively
around
wrapped gifts were placed.
The guests enjoyed games of
canasta during the evening.
The hostesses served delicious
following
birthday cake to the
guests: Mesdames Moore, Erlene
Andrews,
McKinnon, Char:es
Earl Gossum, S. R. Holt and oJe
Armstrong of Fort Knox.

Buy Aluminum...For Lasting Wear!
"MIRRO" ALL-ALUMINUM

All-Aluminum

8-Cup Electric

TEA KETTLES

$1.95

Complete with cord;
extra-good value at only

$6.95

Be
wt
olc

Samson "Dial-A Heat" automatic

Sessions Electric

IRONS

ALARM (LOCKS

Streamlined! Light weight, only
4-lbs.! Complete with cord.

Radium dial for nite vision;
mantel-type; Ivory plastic case

$9.95

$4.95

Or

CORY -SILEX
-Gold Seal - Range Tec

WHILE THEY LAST

COLD WEATHER IS COFFEE WEATHER! Have hot coffee. . Good
Coffee ... on hand in a jiffy with these coffee makers. Eliminate the
guesswork in making: just let the water boil into the coffee, let it cool
down and presto! your GOOD coffee is ready. Here are bargains for you
if you hurry in now before they are gone.
All aluminum!

32-PIECE SET
DISHES

BUN WARMER
Also ideal for keeping biscuits, toast or other

Gold band design!
Complete service for 6!

warm things „yam at serving time! Burnproof handles.

ONLY $1.95

ONLY $5.95

24-HOUR RADIO REPAIR SERVICE
In today, out tomorrow. Cosu,plete line of tubes, parts, etc.
All work guaranteed.

Phone 470 for Job Printing

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE ON RECORDS
POPULAR:

'Full-Size 40-in.
ELECTRIC
RANGE

1. Tennessee W

tz

HILBILLY:

3. The Thing
4. Harbor Lights
5. Nevertheless
6. A Bushel and a Peck

BLUES

1. I'm movie' on

I. Teardrops from my eyes

2. Golden Rocket

2. Bad, Bad Whiskey

3. Shotgun Boogie

3. Please send me someone
to love

2. My heart cries for you
4. There's been a change
in me.

4. Anytime, Anyplace.
Anywhere

5. Moanin' The Blues
6. If You've got the money, I've got the time

6. Lemonade

7. I love you a thousand
Ways.

7. Every night about this
Time.

S. My heart cries for you
9. Tennessee Waltz

8. Old-Time Shuffle Blues

5. Rockin Blues

7. Be My Love
8. Thinking of You
9. The Rovin' Kind
10. You're just in Love

8.8 CU. FT. CAPACITY HOLDS 308 LBS. FOOD!
Also 12-18-26 Cu. Ft. Models
look inside and out -see why the Frigidake Food
Freezer meets all your requirements for safe, convenient and economical frozen food storage. Remember, it's backed by 30 years of experience in
building low temperature cabinets and refrigerating
units. Plan now to enjoy your favorite foods any
season of the year-with a Frigidaire Food Freezer.
You'll save time, work and money, too I

• New streamlined design
• Automatic interior light
• Finger-touch counter-balanced lid
• 2 handy, sliding baskets
• Automatic alarm signal
• Famous Meter-Miser mechanism

Check these
Features:
'Faster than Fast
Surface Cooking
Neve SU perfast "Speedomaster units
give greater
pan contact.
EASIEST TO CLEAN

* S-Heat Surface
Switches
* Oven Thermostat
* Automatic Oven
Signal Light
* Convenient Ap.
pllanc• Outlet
* Stainless Parse.
lain Exterior

EASY TERMS

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

Walnut Street

Main St.

10. Remember Me

9. Telephone Blues
10. I'll Never Be Free

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

I

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

co

its
SIC
on
cal
wc
•p
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do

REGULAR PRICE

Very nice!

Ini
ii

/11(
an

Off

4-CUP, SIX CUP
SEVEN - CUP - 8 - CUP

Ira
Lo
km
of
foi
ed
AC
hit
he
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VI

COFFEE MAKERS

Mr. J. M. Watson was admitted
Tuesday
to the Fulton Hospital
afternoon with virus pneumonia.

PHILCO

Mr.
lion

PERCOLATOR

LEGION AUXILIARY
TO HAVE VALENTINE
PARTY FEBRUARY 13
The American Legion AuxiliPost
Alexander
ary Marshall
No. 72 will entertain with a Valentine and bingo party on Friday
night, February 13 as previously
announced by Mrs. Allen Austin,
president.
There will be bingo prizes, a
of
door prize and auction sales
home made cakes.

Puts A Super Market
Right In Your Home!

spct
and

Fulton, Ky.

New Location ....217 East Fourth Street

Ft]I ton
Niaraftroossese,

Fulton Route Four
Joyce Crime
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Weaver
spent Saturday
night with Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clark,
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Ronnie were dinner guests of Mr.
ADVERTISEMENT

Teenager Gets
Appetite Back;
Thanks Hadacol
HADACOL Supplies Vitamins 13,,
B., Niacin and Iron Which Her
System Lacked.
According to Sara Loraine
Beck, Box 253, Coker, Alabama,
when a person is only 15 years
old and feels terrible, can't eat
or sleep the way they should. lip
mighty bad. That is the way
Loraine says she used to feel,
but that was,
of course, before she stare
ed taking HADACOL. Loraine
found that taking HADACOL
helped her system overcome
deficiencies in
Vitamins B., B.,
Niacin and
Iron, which
IIADACOL't
contains.
Here is Loraine Beck's own
statement: "I was run-down,
sick and skinny, and weighed
only 90 pounds before I used
HADACOL. I would not eat because I had no appetite. Now I
weigh 123 pouhds and have an
appetite. I feel a lot better. I
have been taking HADACOL 10
months and am still taking it. I
am 15 years old. HADACOL has
done me lots of good."
C) IMO. The LaBlano Corporation

and Mrs. O. G. Clark Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Myers
and daughter, Ruth Ann visited
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Ronnie Wednesday night.
Tuesday night guests of
Mr.
and Mrs. Ides Cruce were: Leman
Cruce, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Owsely and Mr. and Mrs
Junior
Cruce.
Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Tanner
visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers and daughter, Tuesday 'afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Petty
visited Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Polsgrove Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Junio,r
Cruce
visited Mr and Mrs. Robert Myers and Ruth Ann Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce spent
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Cruce and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Nornran Gunter
and daughter, Dianne visited Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Cruce and Ronnie Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Thermon Syndier
and Junior visited Mr. and Mr.,
Les Cruce Sunday.
Cruce
Mr. and Mrs. Junior
visited Mr. and Mrs. Grover Petty Monday night

ORPHEUM
MS-11;61

od
he
>ol

Friday - Saturday
Double Feature

JOHN HOWARD • JOAN DIXON
CO-HIT
STARRETT FOR CORPLAY!
SMILEY FOR RORSEPIAN

Ky.
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on Sunday, January 28, 1951.
The Golden
Text is: "I will
praise thee, 0 Lord, among the
people.
for thy mercy is
great above the heavens: and thy
truth reacheth unto the clouds."
(Ps. 108: 3, 4).

Among the citations
which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
Bible:
the following from the
"All nations
whom thou hast
made shall come and worship before thee, 0 Lord; and
shall
glorify thy name."
.(Ps. 86: 9).

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
spent awhile Monday
afternoon
with Mrs. Thelma Grissom.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
Edna and Shirley Rice spent awhile Monday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Lynch and Le-

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Veterinary Service
Phone 801-R

Gates V-Belts
for your workshop

BENNETT ELECTRIC

or Call 70
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

Phone 201

217 Main

WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson
returned home Sunday evening
from a trip to Florida and Texas.
Rev. and Mrs. W. B. Bishop and
children of Water Valley
were
Thursday evening supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom.
been
Mrs. Thomas Allen has
on the sick list this past week.
Willis Howard Hicks of Paducah spent the weekend with his
parents and sister. Mr. and Mrs.
Vance Hicks and Edna Virginia.
Mrs. John
Thompson was on
the sick list last week but is better at this writing.

LOOK,HOG RAISERS!
This little pig
went to market

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar 'Grissom
her
weekend with
spent the
Mrs. W. M.
parents,
Mr and
Weatherford and sons, Wallace
Comand James of Springhill
munity.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore, Mr.

Nothing new has been added

...sooner!
•For last, thrifty pork production, use Swift's Feeds for
Hogs. From start to finish,there's a specialized Swift Feed
that does the job faster and better! See your Authorized
Swift Feed Dealer today for information about these

Little Guy Thomas Sutton is
right sick of a very sore throat
and was carried to the doctor
Sunday and is some better.

CAncient oxcarts, which carried the
first Kentucky bourbon from farm cabins, have
given way to modefn transportation—but—the
meth6d of making this genuine, old-time whisky
remains unchanged.

famous profit-makers!

ALL KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY
91
OLD

ANDY TOMZIK CREAM STATION
Formely Frank Thompson Cream Station
Located Back of Kroger Store
Telephone 134
Fulton, Kentucky

PROOF

STYLE

SOUR

KENTUCKY

Start Your

CHICKS

Quality Feed

NW RETIRE
mu..•

vcvatsi GuAll

BROWDER'S

ri.us 4.
DONALD DUCK CARTOON
SERIAI.

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
71/EMPLIPT—
.
n0arin9
L—JY

Pit)."
Row'duPs
of MUG°

STARTER & GROWER
COMBINATION IS
SCIENTIFICALLY BALANCED
FOR

Maximum Gain
AND

Maximum Profit
Produced by
HARRIET PARSONS
Dir•rted by
GEORGE MARSHALL

All our high-grade feeds contain Vitamin
11-1 Supplement and Aureomycin

WILLIAM DEMAREST • ANDY DiVINE
6101 PERREAU • NATALIE WOOD,
PHILIP OW • JACK KIRKWOOD,

+ PLUS +
NEWS
CARTOON
COMEDY

Wed. - Thurs.
THEY'RE DYNAMIT1
TOGETHER I

1.0
elt4

With Browder's Starter-Grower All-Mash

NO CHANGE IS NECESSARY
IN YOUR FEEDING PROGRAM
FOR THE FIRST 14 WEEKS
Recleaned, Steel-Cut PIN HEAD CHOPS
and BABY CHICK GRAINS are
Available at all times.

f4 •\
War

JANE

1:164/1"rS.
/0
CAtiligirV
MTN Itians MKS ELLISON
MID
ID USW VIM • WI WNW •
WIMM
we. Prod..11,•••
GM UM.PIM.
11.0•4

SERVICE WORK FOR ALL FLOCKS
FED ON BROWDER'S FEEDS IS
AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES!
CALL US PHONE 900 WE DELIVER

MASH

INCORPORATED

LOUISVILLE.

ON A

DMUS

STARRM
BURNETTE

V CS

ane

and son, Leroy, have moved from roy on Middle Road.
Harris to what is known as the I Mrs. Edgar Grissom visited litDonoho place on Middle Hoard tle Linda Collier awhile
Monand owned by Robert Pewitt.
day night.
Miss Shirley Rice of _Crutchfield spent the night
Monday
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
with Edna Hicks.
"Truth is the subject of
the
be
Mrs. Vance Hicks spent Mon- Lesson-Sermon which will
day afternoon with
Christian
Science
Mrs. Edgar read in all
Grissom.
churches throughout the world

pummommollonIMINKINEMIni

DU

her

and Mrs. N. B. Roberson and son
and Mrs. Nora
Sterling spent
Tuesday evening with Mr. and
Mrs. Vance Hicks and Edna.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
and family attended the revival
at the Church of God in Fulton
Thursday night.
Mrs. Hillman Collier attended
the basketball game at
Rives
Friday night between South Fulton boys and girls and
Rives
boys and girls. Her niece, Anita
Leigh was crowned
basketball
queen that evening
after the
games.
Frankie Hicks is quite ill at
the how of his uncle, Albert
Hicks on the Hickman Highway.
He is the son of Mrs.
Horace
Lynch on Middle Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Lynch

ALL
sTAIGTISING
FEED
MAWFACTURE

BY

BROWNITNALkit(OAK

'oia seven pound nine ounce boy
I doing fine.
.
of Dukedom in charge.
HLELLO WORLD
Futon'i
Mrs. Des Jordan is the former born January 20 at the
Mr. Edwards was a member of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Myers,
daughter of Hospital.
Fulton Theatre Building
Holly,
Nell
Dorothy
the Lynnville Methodist Church.
i
the
Jr., of Paducah announce
Phone 916
Main St.
Besides his son, Keith Edwards, birth qf a
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Jennie Mr. and Mrs. Louis Holly of Fuldaughter,
service
Prompt
$124.95
Fulton
models,
son,
and automatic
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Owen,
he leaves another
Brown4orn Sunday, January 21, ton. Mr. Des Jordan was a catcher
Watch and Clock repairing.
and up. Sales and service.
Edwards of Lynnville, Route 1, 1951 at the Riverside Hospital. I for the Railroaders in 1949.
Route 1, are the parDukedom,
All Work Guaranteed.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
f.ve daughters, Mrs. 011ie Cochents of a neight pound, nine ounce
Mrs. Myers is the former Millie
Mrs.
BALDWIN PIANOS
Route,
Fulton, Ky.
Star
ran, Mayfield
Ann Boaz, daughter or Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hibbs of baby girl born January 23 at the
Darius Emerson, Route 2, Wingo, Mrs. Harvyl Boaz, formerly of
The choice of the world's great
on
eyes
your
1,
Keep
PHONORoute
YOUR
FOR
Wiggins,
US
SEE
Route 1, are the parents Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Noel
pianists
Wingo,
Fulton
_
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
Lynnville, Mrs. Carnie Hendon,
O. K.
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
Murray, Mrs. Cooper Jones, PiirFeezle Piano Sales
grandchildren,
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Des Joryear, Tenn., 14
622 Broadway
Used Car Lot for
playing. Sport Center. 3211 Waldan of Flint, Mich., announce the
and nine great grandchildren.
Kentucky
Paducah,
nut, Fulton, Ky.
birth of a son, Wilford, Jr., born
bargains.
January 19. Mother and baby are
ROBERT WADE
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edges
CITY MOTOR CO.
Funeral-services • for Robert
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
Wade, 35, who was found dead in
•
Glass Company, 210 Church .•
Fulton, Ky.
at
his car Tuesday morning
Street, Phone 909.
Thursconducted
were
FOR SALE: 54 acre farm. Nice Fairview,
at 3 o'clock at the
with lights and telephone. On day afternoon
Palestine Methodist Church with
Possession
fenced.
Well
Accurate
gravel.
Bishop officiating
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
in thirty days. $5500. H. L. the Rev. Byran
A durable, clear finish resistant
ANSHIP
it gozs right to the seat of the trouble
WORKM
and burial in Fairview cemetery
laden
Hardy.
germ
expel
and
to water, alkali and
to help loosen
Whitnel
of
direction
the
under
At Low Cost
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
alcohol. Will not
who has Funeral Home.
heal IT.W, tender, inflamed bronchial
Watches, Clocks and Time WILL THE PERSON
printed
discolor
the
to
you
taken
please
was
to
Wade
Mr.
Guaranteed
membranes.
borrowed Vol. 5, "History of
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratelinoleum.
or money refunded. Creomulsion has
be Haws Hospital and after an explease
by—
me
Cost
at
from
Low
ly
Repaired
Kentucky"
users.
statstood the test of millions of
return it at amination Dr. W. H. Sewell
good enough to
due to a heart
ANDREWS
once? My records fail to dis- ed that death was
estimated that he
Acute Bronchitis
close to whom this book was attack. It was
17 your home, as
Cougfu, Chest Colds,
Jewelry Company
some six or eight
loaned and I am anxious to had been dead
on the concert stage . ..
hours.
together. Joe
have my set
In West KentuckyHe was born September 1, 1915
today's great piano.
Most Complete Stock
Browder, phone 13.
the son of the late John and BerPaints — Glass — Wall Papers909
FEEZLE PIANO SALES
FOR SALE: Two Eskimo Spitz tie Nugent Wade of this coinmun1'110‘1Paducah
622 Broadway
210 CHURCH STREET
puppies. See Jerry Boyd Puck- ity. He attended Palestine and
Jordan schools and had been enett, Clinton, Route 1.
gaged in farming at the old John
LEGAL NOTICE
Wade farm on West State Line.
IN RE: FRED A. BONDURANT,. He was a member of the PalesADMINISTRATOR FOR MRS. tine Methodist Church.
sisters,
are: two
Survivors
MARY
BONDURANT, having
442 Lake Street
filed his final settlement as such Mrs. Mable Berryhill of Collinsadministrator, which settlement ville, Ill., and Mrs. A. M. Guy,
will be confirmed February 12, Fulton, Route 1, five brother.
1951 unless exceptions are filed Wilton Wade of Colorado Sprin
, Colo., Alvin Wade of Union C11
prior to that date. Wade of of Colora
Charles
Kathryn R. Kelly, Clerk
Springs, W. P. Wade of Full
Fulton County Court.
#nd aJmie Wade of -Fulton. Rout
That old truss with harness of leather,
REGULAR LODGE MEETING: 1. Also several nieces and ntpTHROW AWAY elastic, straps, belts. INVENTION
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to hews.
IT'S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW
attend. Loyal Order of Moose, Pallbearers were: Carl Puck- '
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
world's
212 Church Street, Fulton.
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as
Guy,
ett, Junior Cruce, Frank
25-Lb.
, reatest discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely — Always
Browder, Charles Powel'
Richard
ght
Featherwei
—
Bag
Clean — No Odors
.
and Sam Hardy
TTS F2 FOR LESS
Phone 70-428
Ceew.gle )949 The Keep., Co
408 Lake Street
Plain—A Real Buy at this Low Price:

FRY'S JEWELRY

1951
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Tough, long lasting
linoleum varnish

WATERSPAR

Row'Fe Relieve

Bronchitis

VARNISH

CREOMULSION

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

Eat

RUPTURE

DEATHS

CITY D RU G CO.

Fulton, EY-

Next to Fulton Bank

es.). S. LADD
Funeial services for J. S. Ladd,
79, who died at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Everett 'Williams
near Kingston's Store Tuesday afternoon, were conducted Thursday afternoon at. the New Hope
Methodist Church near Ruthville
with the Rev. J. F. McMinn officiating and burial in the` church
direction of
under
cemetery
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom.
Survivors are: a daughter and
six grandchildren.

WHITN EL
FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

88 -4(---4E Phone

Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

JOHN WILLIAM EDWARDS
Services for John William Edwards, 82, of Cuba, who died at
the home of his son, Keith EdWednesday
wards near Cuba
morning, will be held today (Friday) at 11 a. m. at the Cuba Baptist Church with Rev. John Nelson officiating with burial in the
p. Church of Christ cemetery with
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home

••••••••••••

ICED

WINES

WHISKEY

GENERAL

No. 21
Cans

Have the floors to your
home that dingy look? Resurface and refinish them.
You can easily make them
look bke now. Do th• )ob
yourself We can rent you
the sandtng equipmentand
supply the matezials You
seed. Ask us how to do It.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

Phone 35

201 Church

Mv4.

Sliced or Halves in Extra Heavy Syrup

"Buck Bushart"

20-02.

KROGER BREAD

Cur:Ides', 1 oung, Tender Pea*

PKG.

CINNAMON ROLLS

DE LUXE AUTOMATIC STRATO LINER

Fulton-8

No. 363
Can
ming, Tender, uniformerly cut

15' GREEN BEANS
Cot

Kroger Oven Fresh

10'

KROGER CRACKERS ',Lb,' 26' CHOPPED KRAUT 3 N("::s 29'
Stokely's—Expertly Cored

I t Packages

PT.

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR "„:2.25 WESSON OIL
1 I.b.
itag

77( CHimiSUP
39' DOG FOOD

DOZ.

COUNTRY EGGS

33'

America's Favorite Salad Oil

No hoer AIL Porpo,” Flour

SPOTLIGHT COFFEE

ELECTRIC

15' SCHOOL DAY PEAS4=349'

Loaf
Super Soft, Full 1-Lb. Loaf 12c.

Kroger Hot-Dated-3-Lb. $2.25

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

29(

No. 2
Cans

V.in Camp—Lush Bronn Beans with Tidbits of Rich Pork

THE SINGLE-OVEN RANGE
THAT LEADS THE FIELD'

LIQUERS

Depot Street

FLOORS

4 Wrapped

GIN

RUM

REFINISH
YOUR OWN

$1.19
MEAL
PORK & BENS 2
Hunt's Peaches 4

2 for

43'
6 Can 39'

Top Kick—Easy to Feed.

Grade "A" Large—Gov't. Graded.
•••••••••••

Grapefruit 3for 25c
Extra Large—Juicy 46 Size
BUNCHES

25' RADISHES
4
'
TANGERINES
New Lai v Price

LETTUCE

'I LOVE LAUNDRY
LEISURE'

•••••••

MEM..

Pork Loin Roast
9-INCH TENDERLOIN IN CUT, LB.

SLAB BACON

LB.

1

LB.

97c

7 Rib
Cut
Lb.

Phone 1

PIGS FEET

49c

39c
ti9(

CENTER CUT CHOPS, LB.

39' SLICED BACON

LB.

62'

Reelfoot

Hunter's Sugar Cured

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO
208 Lake Street

25'

U. S. Graded—Choice—KROGER-CUT

+ Pressure Cooker, Thrift Cooker!
+ High, double-slope control panel: easy to see
—easy to reach!
Finger-tip, plastic push-button switches
with famous tel-a-cook lights!
4- Triple-Oven-3 Ovens in 1!
+ 4th Raisable Surface Cooking Unit!
LIBERAL TRADE-IN; EASY TERMS

LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
—PHONE 14—

Lbs.

Washed Waxed Selected Porto Ricans

SIRLOIN STEA.

..141•

PARISIAN
=
LAUNDRY SERVICE

25' SWEET YAMS 3

HEADS

2

Crisp Firm Teebers—Lge. 48 Size

"Without my laundry chores, I have a lot
more time for leisure!"
If you want more freedom, send us your
washday blues! Don't spend hours on laundry and ironing. Use your time for fun inPhone 14
stead.

5'

Fancy Crisp Red—For Colorful Salads.

LB.

'HOG MAWS
2
1
12/

'"

19'

